Introduction
A number of recent computing applications involve information arriving continuously over time in the form of a data stream, and this has led to new ways of thinking about traditional problems in a variety of areas. In some cases, the rate and overall volume of data in the stream may be so great that it cannot all be stored for processing, and this leads to new requirements for efficiency and scalability. In other cases, the quantities of information may still be manageable, but the data stream perspective takes what has generally been a static view of a problem and adds a strong temporal dimension to it.
Our focus here is on some of the challenges that this latter issue raises in the settings of text mining, on-line information, and information retrieval. Many information sources have a stream-like structure, in which the way content arrives over time carries an essential part of its meaning. News coverage is a basic example; understanding the pattern of a developing news story requires considering not just the content of the relevant articles but also how they evolve over time. Some of the other basic corpora of interest in information retrieval -for example, scientific papers and patents -show similar temporal evolution over time-scales that can last years and decades. And the proliferation of on-line information sources and on-line forms of communication has led to numerous other examples: e-mail, chat, discussion boards, and weblogs (or "blogs") all represent personal information streams with intricate topic modulations over time.
Indeed, all these information sources co-exist on-line -news, e-mail, discussion, commentary, and the collective output of professional and research communities; they form much of the raw material through which Internet users navigate and search. They have also served to make the "time axis" of information increasingly visible. One could argue that these developments have led to a shift in our working metaphor for Internet and Web information, from a relatively static one, a "universal encyclopedia," to a much more dynamic one, a current awareness medium characterized by the complex development of topics over time-scales ranging from minutes to years.
What are the right techniques for dealing with the temporal dynamics of information streams? Some of the complexities inherent in such streams can be seen in the paradigmatic examples of news and e-mail. Each provides a reader with a sequence of documents exhibiting a braided and episodic character: braided, in the sense that many parallel, topically coherent streams are merged and interwoven into the single stream that the reader sees; and episodic, in the sense that topics generally grow in intensity over a temporally coherent period, and then fade again. Despite these twin sources of complexity, however, these information streams in their raw forms lack any explicit organizing structure beyond the granularity of individual articles or messages. Thus, a first step in working with such information streams is to define appropriate structures that abstract their intertwined topics, their multiple bursty episodes, and their long-term trends.
In this survey we discuss a number of approaches that have been proposed in recent years for working with the temporal properties of information streams. In Section 2 we give an overview of some of the basic techniques; we begin with one of the earliest systematic efforts on these problems, the Topic Detection and Tracking initiative, and then go on to discuss three subsequent approaches -threshold-based methods, state-based methods, and trend-based methods -that search for different types of patterns in information streams. In Section 3 we discuss some recent applications of these techniques to the analysis of weblogs, queries to Web search engines, and usage data at high-traffic Web sites. Finally, we conclude in Section 4 with some thoughts on directions for further research.
Analyzing the temporal properties of these types of information streams is part of the broader area of sequential pattern mining within the field of data mining, and can be viewed as an application of time-series analysis, a fundamental area in statistics. In order to keep the scope of this survey manageable, we have not attempted to cover these more general topics; we refer the reader to the papers of Agrawal and Srikant and of Mannila et al. [2, 28] for some of the foundational work on sequential pattern mining, and to the text by Hand et al. [18] for further results in this area.
Techniques: Thresholds, State Transitions, and Trends
Topic Detection and Tracking.
The Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) research initiative represented perhaps the first systematic effort to deal with the issues raised by text information streams. Observing that it is tricky to pin down the underlying set of problems that need to be solved, it sought to define a concrete set of tasks based on the general problem of identifying coherent topics in a stream of news stories.
Allan et al. [5] and Papka [30] describe some of the initial considerations that went into the formulation of these tasks. To begin with, the TDT researchers distinguished between the notion of a topic -a staple of information retrieval research -and an event, the latter referring to a unique occurrence that happened at a specific time. For example, "baseball" would be considered a topic, whereas "Game 6 of the 1975 World Series" would be considered an event. This kind of distinction is natural in the context of news coverage, although of course the conceptual boundary between topics and events is quite flexible. Further refinements of these definitions added other notions, such as activities.
Within this framework, one imagines a TDT system operating roughly as follows. Given a stream of news articles, the system should automatically recognize those stories that discuss an event it has not seen before, and should begin tracking each of these events so as to identify the sub-stream of further stories that discuss it. Implicit in this description is a pair of basic tasks that can be evaluated separately: new event detection, in which the goal is to recognize the first story to discuss an event, and event tracking, in which the goal is to group stories that discuss the same event. Other TDT tasks have been defined as well, including the segmentation of a continuous stream of news text into distinct stories; this is a necessary prerequisite for many of the other tasks, and crucial for transcriptions of audio broadcasts, where the boundaries between stories are not generally made explicit in a uniform way. Finally, a distinction is made between the retrospective versions of these tasks, in which the full corpus of news stories is available for analysis, and the on-line versions, in which decisions must be made in real-time as news stories appear. One challenge inherent in the detection and tracking tasks is that events can have very different temporal "shapes": an unexpected event like a natural disaster comes on with a sharp spike, while an expected event like an election has a slow build-up and potentially a quicker decay after the event is over.
A range of different techniques from information retrieval have been shown to be effective on the TDT tasks, including clustering methods for event tracking that trade off between content similarity and temporal locality. The volume edited by Allan [4] covers much of the state of the art in this area. The general framework developed for the TDT project has proved useful in a number of subsequent efforts that have not directly used the TDT task descriptions. For example, recent work on the Newsjunkie system [15] sought techniques for determining the novelty in individual news stories, relative to previously seen stories concerned with the same general topic or event; quantifying novelty in this sense can be viewed as a relaxation of the task of new event detection.
Information Visualization.
At roughly the same time as the TDT project, the information visualization community also began investigating some of the issues inherent in text information streams [19, 29, 37] . The goal was to find visual metaphors by which users could navigate large collections of documents with an explicit temporal dimension.
The ThemeRiver system [19] depicts a text collection that evolves over time, such as a corpus of news stories, using a "river" metaphor: differently colored currents in the river indicate different topics in the collection, and the currents vary in width to indicate news stories that have a large volume of relevant articles at a particular point in time. Note that this visualization approach nicely captures the view, discussed above, of text information streams as a braided, episodic medium: the individual "braids" appear in ThemeRiver as the colored currents, while the episodes stand out as gradual or sudden widenings of a particular current.
Timelines and Threshold-Based Methods.
Timelines are a common means of representing temporal data, appearing in computational applications (see e.g. [6, 31] ) and familiar from more traditional print media as well. Swan, Allan, and Jensen [33, 34, 35] considered the problem of creating timelines for document streams, again focusing on collections of news articles. They framed the problem as a selection task: the construction of a timeline should involve retrospectively identifying the small set of most significant episodes from a large stream of documents, assocating a descriptive tag with each one, and displaying these tagged episodes in their natural temporal order. Formalizing this notion requires an implementable definition of episodes in a text stream, together with a way of ranking episodes by significance.
Swan et al. base their definition of episodes on time-varying features in the text -words, named entities, and noun features are all examples of possible features for this purpose. Now, each feature has an average rate at which it appears in the corpus; for a news stream, this would be the total number of occurrences of the feature divided by the number of days represented in the corpus. An episode is then associated with a contiguous interval of time during which one of these features exceeds its average rate by a specific threshold; Swan et al. determine this threshold on a per-feature basis using a χ 2 test, and group together consecutive days over which a given feature exceeds its threshold. Thus, for example, if we were following news articles early in a U.S. Presidential election year, we might find that for a number of days in a row, the word "Iowa" appears a significant factor more frequently than it standardly does in the news, reflecting coverage of the Iowa caucuses. The most significant episodes computed this way can then be included in the timeline, each with a start and end time, and each associated with a specific word or phrase.
State-Based Methods.
The number of occurrences of a given feature can be quite noisy, varying widely from one day to the next even in the middle of an event in which the feature figures prominently. Swan et al. observe that this poses difficulties in the construction of intervals to represent episodes on a timeline; a feature being tracked may oscillate above and below the threshold, turning something that intuitively seems like a single long interval into a sequence of shorter ones, interrupted by the below-threshold days. Thus, to continue our example from above, there may not be a single interval associated with the word "Iowa" early in election coverage, but rather a set of short ones separated by small gaps. This was also an observation in the development of ThemeRiver, that Sundays and other days with lighter news coverage show up as recurring "pinch points" in the representation of the stream. Swan and Allan proposed heuristics to deal with this problem [34] ; for example, one can merge two intervals corresponding to the same feature if they are separated by only a single day on which the feature was below threshold.
In [23] , the author proposed a method for defining episodes in a stream of documents that deals with the underlying noise by explicitly positing a source model for the words in the documents. The motivation comes from queueing theory, where a bursty source of network traffic is often modeled as a probabilistic automaton: at any given point in time, the automaton can be in one of several different states, the rate at which traffic is generated is determined by this state, and transitions between states are determined probabilistically [7, 13, 21] .
In the case of documents, one can imagine each word to be a type of "traffic" generated by its own source, modeled as an automaton. Some words are highly "bursty" in the sense that their frequency spikes when a particular event is in the news; in the probabilistic model, this corresponds to a contiguous interval of time during which the automaton is in a state corresponding to a high rate of traffic. Such word bursts are the intervals that correspond to discrete episodes in this model; one can identify them using a Viterbi-style algorithm [32] , taking the times at which a given word occurs as input and computing the most likely sequence of states of the automaton that is assumed to be generating it. Note the distinction with the threshold-based methods described earlier: rather than associating episodes with intervals when the observed rate of the word is consistently high, it associates them with intervals in which the state of the underlying automaton has a high rate. Thus, by modeling state transitions as relatively low-probability events, the bursts that are computed by the algorithm tend to persist through periods of noise: remaining in a single state through such a noisy period is viewed as more probable than performing many transitions.
Moreover, an automaton with a large set of states corresponding to increasingly rapid rates can expose the natural nested structure of word bursts: in the midst of an elevated use of a particular term, the rate of use may increase further, producing a "burst within a burst." This nesting can in principle be iterated arbitrarily, yielding a natural hierarchy. To continue our example of U.S. presidential election coverage in the news, one could imagine over a multi-year period seeing bursts for the word "convention" in the summers of presidential election years, with two inner, stronger bursts corresponding to the Democratic and Republican conventions.
A timeline for a document stream can be naturally constructed using a two-state automaton associated with each word -a slower base state corresponds to the average rate of appearance of the word, while a burst state corresponds to a faster "burst rate." Using just two states does not expose any nested or hierarchical structure, but it makes it very simple to interpret the burst intervals. For each word, one computes the intervals during which the automaton is in the burst state. Now, by definition, in each such interval the automaton is more likely to be in the burst state than the base state; we define the weight of the interval to be the factor by which the probability of the burst state exceeds the probability of the base state over the course of the interval. Essentially, the weight thus represents our "confidence" that the automaton is indeed in the burst state. A timeline with a given number of items can simply be defined to consist of the intervals with the highest weight.
This approach is considered in the context of several different kinds of document streams in [23] , including e-mail and titles of scientific papers. To give a sense for the kind of timelines that can be constructed this way, Figure 1 shows an example from [23] , the results of this method applied to the document stream consisting of titles of all papers from the database conferences SIGMOD and VLDB, 1975-2001. A two-state automaton is associated with each word, in which the burst state has twice the rate of the base state, and the 30 burst intervals of highest weight are depicted. Note that all words are included in the analysis, but, matching our intuition, we see that stop-words do not occur on the list because they do not tend to be very bursty. On the other hand, certain words appearing on the list do reflect trends in language use rather than in technical content; for example, the bursts for 'data,' 'base,' and 'bases' in the years 1975-1981 in Figure 1 arise in large part from the fact that the term 'database' was written as two words in a significant number of the paper titles during this period. Figure 1 is primarily just an illustrative example; Mane and Börner have used this burst detection approach in a similar but much more extended way as part of a large-scale scientometric analysis of topics in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences over the years 1982-2001 [27] . The bursty topics can be viewed as providing a small set of natural "entry points" into a much larger collection of documents; for example, they provide natural starting points for issuing queries to the collection, as well as the raw material for a clustering analysis of the content. As an instance of the latter application, Mane and Börner computed a two-dimensional representation of term co-occurrences for a collection of words and phrases selected to maximize a combination of burstiness and frequency, and this representation was then evaluated by domain experts.
Another observation based on the example in Figure 1 is that the statebased model has the effect of producing longer bursts than a corresponding use of thresholds; although the burst state had twice the rate of the base state, most of the terms did not maintain a rate of twice their overall average throughout the entire interval. Indeed, only five terms in these paper titles appeared continuously at twice their average rate for a period of more than three years. David Jensen makes the observation that this kind of state-based smoothing effect may be more crucial for some kinds of text streams than for others: using just the titles of papers introduces a lot of noise that needs to be dealt with, while news articles tend to be written so that even readers joining the coverage many days into the event will still be able to follow the context [20] .
In a sense, one can view a state-based approach as defining a more general, "relaxed" notion of a threshold; the optimization criterion inherent in determining a maximum-likelihood state sequence is implicitly determining how far above the base rate, and for how long, the rate must be (in an amortized sense) in order for the automaton to enter the burst state. Zhu and Shasha considered a more direct way of generalizing the threshold approach [38] . For each possible length k, they allow a user-defined threshold t(k); any interval of length k containing at least t(k) occurrences of the feature is declared to be a burst. Note that this means that a single feature can have overlapping burst intervals of different lengths. They then go on to develop fast algorithms for enumerating all the bursts associated with a particular feature.
Trend-Based Methods.
Thus far we have been discussing models for episodes as regions of increased density -words fluctuate in their patterns of occurrence, and we have been seeking short intervals in which a word occurs an unusual number of times. Liebscher and Belew propose a different structure of interest in a stream of documents: the sets of words that exhibit the most pronounced rising and falling trends over the entire length of the corpus [26] . For streams that are grouped over time into relatively few bins -such as yearly tabulations of research papers like we considered in Figure 1 -they apply linear regression to the set of frequencies of each term (first averaging each value with its two neighbors). They also argue that less sparse data would be amenable to more complex time-series analysis. Features with the most positive slopes represent the strongest rising terms, while those with the most negative slopes represent the strongest falling terms.
In addition to summarizing long-range trends in the stream, Liebscher and Belew also propose an application to temporal term weighting: if a user issues a query for a particular term that rises significantly over time, early documents containing the term can be weighted more heavily. The argument is that such early documents may capture more fundamental aspects of a topic that later grew substantially in popularity; without temporal weighting, it would be hard to favor such documents in the results of a search. A similar approach can be applied to terms that decrease significantly over time.
Two-Point Trends.
A number of search engines have recently begun using the notion of rising and falling terms to present snapshots of trends in search behavior; see for example Google's Zeitgeist and Ask Jeeves's Top Searches [8, 16] . The canonical approach for doing this is to compare the frequency of each search term in a given week to its frequencies in the previous week, and to find those for which the change has been largest.
Of course, this definition depends critically on how we choose to measure change. The tricky point here is that there are many natural ways to try quantifying a trend involving just two data points -i.e., in the case of the search engine application, the two data points are the frequencies of occurrence in the previous week and the current week. To make this concrete, suppose we have text from two different time periods, and we want to define the amount of change experienced by a given word w. We define each occurrence of each word to be a token, and let n 0 and n 1 denote the total number of token in the text from the first and second periods respectively. Let f 0 (w) and f 1 (w) denote the total number of occurrences of the word w in the first and second periods respectively, and define p 0 (w) = f 0 (w)/n 0 and p 1 (w) = f 1 (w)/n 1 . Now, two basic ways to rank words by the significance of their "falling" and "rising" patterns would be to measure absolute change or relative change. We define the absolute change of w to be f 1 (w) − f 0 (w); we can also define the normalized absolute change as f 1 (w)(n 0 /n 1 )−f 0 (w) to correct for the fact that the amount of text from the first and second periods may differ significantly. Analogously, we define the relative change of w to be f 1 (w)/f 0 (w) and the normalized relative change to be (n 0 f 1 (w))/(n 1 f 0 (w)). Charikar et al. [10] , motivated by the application to trend detection at Google, discuss streaming algorithms for computing these types of change measures on large datasets. While the exact methods for measuring change in search frequency have not been made public, Ask Jeeves indicates that it ranks terms by a variant of relative change, while Charikar et al. suggest that Google ranks terms by a variant of absolute change.
If one thinks about it intuitively, absolute and relative change are each quite extreme measures for this task, though in opposite directions. In order to be among the most highly ranked for absolute change, a word must have a very high rate of occurrence; this means that the lists of most significant risers and fallers will be dominated by very common words, and even fluctuations in stop-word use can potentially swamp more interesting trends. On the other hand, in order to be among the most highly ranked for relative change, a word generally must occur extremely rarely in one of the two periods and have a massive spike in the other; such trends can often be artifacts of a particular transient pattern of usage. (As a degenerate case of this latter issue, it is not clear how to deal with words that failed to occur in one of the two periods.)
As an illustration of these issues, Figure 2 shows the five most significant falling and rising words from the text of weekly U.S. Presidential radio addresses, with the two periods consisting of the years 2002 and 2003. A ranking by normalized absolute change mainly puts stop-words in the top few positions, for the reason suggested above; mixed in with this are more topic-specific words that experienced huge fluctuations, like "Iraq." The ranking by relative change is harder to interpret, but consists primarily of words that occurred very rarely in one year or the other.
Is there a principled way to interpolate between these two extremes, favoring topic-specific words that experienced large changes and that, while relatively frequent, were still not among the most overwhelmingly common words in the corpus? Our proposal here is that the state-based models considered earlier provide a very simple measure of change that performs such an interpolation. Recall that, in ranking bursts produced by a two-state automaton, we used a weight function that measured the probability of the burst relative to the probability of the automaton having remained in its base state. For the present application, we can imagine performing the following analogous calculation. Suppose that, after observing the first period, we posit the following model for generating the words in the second period: n 1 tokens will be generated independently at random, with the j th token taking the value w with probability p 0 (w). In other words, the observed word frequencies in the first period are assumed to generate the tokens in the second period via a simple probabilistic generative model. Now, the significance of an increase in word w in the second period is based simply on the probability that f 1 (w) tokens out of n 1 would take the value w; given the model just defined, this is equal to
(Since this will typically be a very small quantity, we work with logarithms to perform the actual calculation.) By choosing the words with p 1 (w) > p 0 (w) for which this probability is lowest, we obtain a list of the top rising terms; the analogous computation produces a list of the top falling terms. The third part of Figure 2 shows the results of this computation on the same set of U.S. Presidential radio addresses; while we see some overlap with the previous two lists, the probabilistic generative model arguably identifies words in a way that is largely free from the artifacts introduced by the two simpler measures. Of course, there are many other ways to interpolate between absolute and relative change. The point is simply that a natural generative model can produce results that are much cleaner than these cruder measures, and hence, without significantly increasing the difficulty of the ranking computation, yield trend summaries of this type that are potentially more refined.
3 Applications: Weblogs, Queries, and Usage Data Weblogs.
Personal home pages have been ubiquitous on the Web since its initial appearance; they are the original example of spontaneous Web content creation on a large scale by users who in many cases are not technically sophisticated. Weblogs (also referred to as blogs) can be viewed as a more recent step in the evolution of this style of personal publishing, consisting generally of dated, journal-style entries with links and commentary. Whereas a typical home page may be relatively static, a defining feature of weblogs is this explicit temporal annotation and regular updating. A significant sub-population of webloggers focus on news events, commenting on items of interest that they feel are being ignored or misportrayed by traditional news organizations; in some cases, these weblogs have readerships of substantial size. As a result, it is also natural to consider the space of weblogs as containing a stream of news that parallels the mainstream news media, much more heterogeneous both in focus and in authoring style.
All this makes it natural to apply the type of temporal analysis we have been discussing to the information stream consisting of indexable weblog content. In one of the first such applications to this domain, Dan Chan, motivated in part by the word burst model of [23] , implemented a word-burst tracker on his widely-used weblog search site Daypop [11] . As we saw earlier with bursty topics from collections of research papers [27] , the Daypop application provides another basic example of the way in which a list of bursty words can provide natural entry points into a corpus -in this case to search for items of interest in current news and commentary. By including word bursts computed both from weblog text and from headlines in the mainstream news, the site allows one to identify both overlaps and differences in the emphases of these two parallel media.
In a roughly concurrent study, Kumar et al. focused on a combined analysis of weblog content and link structure [24] . Because so much of weblog discourse takes place through reference to what other webloggers are reading and writing, the temporal dynamics of the link structure conveys important information about emerging topics and discussion. Kumar et al. work on the problem of identifying subgraph bursts in this structure, consisting of a significant number of link appearances among a small set of sites in a short period of time. They observe that this poses greater computational challenges than the analogous search for bursty words: whereas word bursts can be identified one word at a time, subgraph bursts need a more global analysis, since they are not the result of activity at any one site in isolation.
From a methodological point of view, one appealing feature of weblogs as a domain is the richness of the data; in principle, one can track the growth of a topic at an extremely fine-grained level, using both the detailed temporal annotations and the links that webloggers use to indicate where they learned a piece of information. Adar et al. [1] and Gruhl et al. [17] exploit this to determine not just whether a given topic burst has occurred, but to some extent how and why it occurred. This involves modeling the spread of the topic as a kind of epidemic on the link structure -identifying the "seeds" of the topic, where it appeared earliest in time, and then tracing out the process of contagion by which the topic spread from one weblog to another. Adar et al. use this to define a ranking measure for weblogs, based on an estimate of their ability to start such an epidemic process. Gruhl et al. attempt to learn parameters of these epidemic processes, using an instance of the General Cascade Model for the diffusion of information in social networks, proposed by Kempe et al. [22] .
Search Engine Queries.
The logs of queries made to a large search engine provide a rich domain for temporal analysis; here the text stream consists not of documents but of millions of very short query strings issued by search engine users. Earlier, we discussed a simple use of query logs to identify the most prominently rising and falling query terms from one week to the next. We now discuss two recent pieces of work that perform temporal analysis of such logs for the purpose of enhancing and improving search applications.
Vlachos et al. [36] study query logs from the MSN search engine, providing techniques to identify different types of temporal patterns in them. For example, the frequency of the query "cinema" has a peak every weekend, while the frequency of the query "Easter" build to a single peak each spring and then drops abruptly. Vlachos et al. apply a threshold-based technique to a moving average of the daily frequencies for a given query in order to find the burst periods for the query, and they propose a "query-by-burst" technique that can identify queries with burst periods that closely overlap in time. Using Fourier analysis, they also build a representation of the temporal periodicities in a query's rate over time, and then apply time-series matching techniques to identify other queries with very similar temporal patterns -such similarity can be taken as a form of evidence in the identification of related queries.
Diaz and Jones [12] also build temporal profiles, but they use the timestamps of the documents returned in response to a query, rather than the timestamps of the invocations of the query by users. Thus, in a corpus of news articles, a query about a specific natural disaster will tend to produce articles that are tightly grouped around a single date. Such temporal profiles become features of a query that can be integrated into a probabilistic model of document relevance; experiments in [12] show that the use of such features can lead to performance improvements.
Usage Data.
On-line activity involves user behavior over short time-scales -browsing, searching, and communicating -as well as the creation of less ephemeral written content, including the text of pages and files on the Web. On-line information streams encode information about both these kinds of data, and the division between the two is far from clear. While research paper archives and news streams clearly represent written content, the written material in weblogs is quite closely tied to the usage patterns of its authors -their recent history of reading and communication. The text that is posted on forums and discussion boards also reflects the dynamics of visitors to sites on a rapid time-scale; and search engine query logs also occupy a kind of middle ground, consisting of text encoding the behavior of searchers at the site.
To conclude our survey of different application areas, we consider an on-line information stream that encodes a basic form of usage data -the sequence of downloads performed by users at a high-traffic Web site. Many active Web sites are organized around a set of items that are available for purchase or download, using a fairly consistent high-level metaphor: at an e-commerce site like amazon.com, or an archive of research papers like arxiv.org, there is navigational structure at the front, followed by a large set of "description pages, one associated with each item that is available. Each description page provides the option to acquire the corresponding item.
In joint work with Jon Aizen, Dan Huttenlocher, and Tony Novak [3] , the author studied the dynamics of download behavior at one such site, the Internet Archive, which maintains a publically accessible media collection consisting of old films, live concerts, free on-line books, and other items available for download. The basic definition in [3] is the "batting average" (henceforth, the BA) of an on-line item: the number of acquisitions divided by the number of visits to the description page. Thus a high BA is a reflection of item quality, indicating that a large fraction of users who viewed the item's description chose to download it. Note that this is different from a simple "hit counter" which measures the raw number of item visits or downloads; the BA addresses the more subtle notion of users' reactions to the item description.
Suppose we want to measure fluctuations in the BA over time, looking for evidence of bursty behavior in which the BA of an item changes suddenly; in order to do this it is necessary to define a meaningful notion of the "instantaneous BA" of an item as a function of time. Such an instantaneous BA must be synthesized from the 0-1-valued sequence of user download decisions: each entry in the usage log simply reflects whether a particular chose to download the item or not. In [3] , two different methods are considered for determining an instantaneous BA from this sequence. First, one can apply Gaussian smoothing, computing an average of each point in the download sequence with its neighbors, weighted by coefficients that decay according to a Gaussian function. Alternately, one can treat the download decisions as the 0-1-valued outputs of a Hidden Markov model (HMM), with hidden states representing underlying download probabilities; the maximum-likelihood state sequence can then be taken to represent the item's BA at each point in time. A large number of states was used in the HMM computation, so as to densely sample the set of possible probabilities; in order to be able to handle long download sequences efficiently, this required the use of an improved maximum-likelihood algorithm due to Felzenszwalb et al. [14] that took advantage of the structure of the state transitions so as to run in time linear in the number of states, rather than quadratic. The HMM approach produces sharp, discrete changes in the BA while the Gaussian smoothing approach yields more gradual changes; Fig Are these sharp steps useful in the context of the underlying application? In [3] , it is argued that the discrete breakpoints in the BA produced by the HMM in fact capture a crucial feature of popularity dynamics at sites like the Internet Archive. Specifically, the download properties of an item, as reflected in measures like the BA, often change abruptly rather than gradually, due to the appearance of an external link from some other high-traffic site -which suddenly drives in a new mix of users with new interests -or due to on-site highlighting -for example, featuring the item on a top-level page at the Internet Archive -which also raises the item's visibility. The addition of links or promotional text happens at a discrete point in time, and experiments in [3] show that state transitions in the HMM align closely with the times when these events happen. To continue with the plot in Figure 3 , for example, the first two transitions in the HMM plot align with on-site highlighting performed by the Internet Archive, the next two sharp drops correspond to the appearance of links to the item's description from high-traffic weblogs, and the final three drops corresponds to technical problems on the Internet Archive site. Examples like this, as well as the more systematic evaluation performed in [3] , suggest how accurate tracking of changes to an item's BA can help in understanding the set of events both on and off the site that affect the item's popularity.
Conclusions
In studying the temporal dynamics of on-line information streams, an issue that arises in many contexts is the problem of alignment: we want to align the "virtual" events that we find in the stream with a parallel set of events taking place outside the stream, in the "real world." One sees this, for example, in aligning bursts in a news stream or weblog index with current events; or in aligning interesting temporal dynamics in search engine query terms with seasonal patterns, upcoming holidays, names in the news, or any of a range of other factors that drive search behavior. It would be interesting to formalize this alignment problem more fully, so that it can be used both to refine the analysis of these streams and to better evaluate the analyses that are performed. We have discussed some concrete examples of steps in this direction above; these include the use of time-series matching techniques to compare temporal profiles of different search engine queries [36] , and the alignment of item popularity with on-site highlighting and off-site referrers at the Internet Archive. Another interesting piece of work in this direction is that of Lavrenko et al. [25] , which aligns financial news stories with the behavior of financial markets. They and others make the point that the "virtual events" in the stream may not only follow as consequences of real-world events, but may also influence them -as when an unexpected news story about a company leads to a measurable effect on the company's stock price.
Relatively little work has been done on designing algorithms for the problems considered here in a "pure" streaming model of computation, where the data must be produced in one or a small number of passes with limited storage. For some of the applications, it is not clear that the data requirements are substantial enough that the use of such a streaming model will be necessary, but for other applications, including the analysis of query logs and clickstreams, there is a clear opportunity for algorithms developed in this style. The work of Ben-David et al. [9] and Charikar et al. [10] take steps in this direction, considering different ways of measuring change for streaming data.
Another direction that would be interesting to consider further is the problem of predicting bursts and other temporal patterns, when the data must be processed in real-time rather than through retrospective analysis. How early into the emergence of a bursty news topic, for example, can one detect it and begin forming estimates of its basic shape? This is clearly related to the problem of general time-series prediction, though there is the opportunity here to use a significant amount of domain knowledge based on the content of the text information streams being studied. Gathering domain knowledge involves developing a more refined understanding of the types of temporal patterns that regularly occur in these kinds of information streams. We know, for example, that the temporal profiles of some search engine queries are periodic (corresponding to weekends or annual holidays, for example) while others look like isolated spikes; we know that some news stories build up to an expected event while others appear suddenly in response to an unexpected one; but we do not have a careful classification or taxonomy of the full range of such patterns. Clearly this would be very useful in helping to to recognize temporal patterns as they arise in on-line content.
Finally, it is worth noting that as the applications of these techniques focus not just on news stories and professionally published documents but on weblogs, e-mail, search engine queries, and browsing histories, they move into domains that are increasingly about individual behavior. Many of these large data streams are personal; their subject is us. And as we continue to develop applications that extract detailed information from these streams -media players that have a more accurate picture of your changing tastes in music than you do, or e-mail managers that encode detailed awareness of the set of people you've fallen out of touch with -we will ultimately have to deal not just with technical questions but with yet another dimension of the way in which information-aware devices interact with our daily lives.
